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Editorial
Be inspired to take up challenges….
Stockholm, stunning capital
of Sweden, city of Nobel
Prizes Banquet and Nobel
Museum, located by the
Baltic sea, welcomed the
DYNANO’s members for a
week of intensive work in
the field of supramolecular
chemistry for biotechnology
& biomedicine.
Read about all that took
place
early
September
during an exceptionally
sunny Swedish week.
Get to know more about two
brilliant and experienced
Swedish scientists, Prof. Olof

Ramström and Dr. Teodor
Aastrup.
Our youngest scientists in
Stockholm have not been
forgotten: Read
their
feedbacks and views on their
work.
Discover how DYNANO was
put in the
foreground…
thanks to the Coordinator’s
action.
Finally,
the
newsletter
presents the next DYNANO’s
event.
Enjoy
the
Stockholm’s
special DYNANO’s issue!
Laurence Bosch

DYNANO in a nutshell…
DYNANO is a Marie Curie Initial Training
Network, funded by the European
Commission under the 7th Framework
Programme. It trains a new generation of
scientists in the interdisciplinary field of
dynamic interactive nanosystems for
biomedical & biotechnological applications.
FP7‐PEOPLE‐2011‐ITN – Grant Agreement
N°: PITN‐GA‐2011‐289033
Start date: November 1st 2011 – Duration:
48 months – EC funding: 3 825 000 €.

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.

DYNANO Partners
DYNANO’s challenging objectives will be
reached thanks to a strong multidisciplinary
consortium of 15 partners with high‐level
expertise from all over Europe. First‐class
research groups are working hand in hand
with innovative industrial companies to reach
DYNANO's scientific goal and train a new
generation of skilled scientists.

www.dynano.eu
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1‐ DYNANO’s QCM workshop, Network and SB Meeting
September 2014, 1‐5th Stockholm, Sweden (1/2)

Nobel Museum
DYNANO ‘s members at IVA’s
Konference Center, Stockholm, Sweden

This was a 5‐days (workshop,
network, SB meeting and
interactive brainstorming) event
including a tour of Prof. O.
Ramström's facilities packed for
an intense Swedish experience!
It proved a unique knowledge‐
sharing experience between all
young
and
experienced
members of DYNANO’s network.

The DYNANO’s event was kindly
organized by the Royal Institute
of
Technology
(KTH):
Congratulations for the great job!
3‐days workshop dedicated to
QCM courses and set up by
Attana AB at KTH.
The QCM course contained both
theoretical and practical sessions.
A team building competition was
set up by Brian Timmer to learn
about the Swedish traditions,
culture and way of life.

Teodor Aastrup

Diner Gala at IVA’s
Konference Center,
Stockholm

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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DYNANO’s Event… in Stockholm (2/2)
Then a 2‐day network meeting
and SB meeting were held at the
IVA's
Konference
Center.
Scientific presentations were
given by all fellow’s members of
the DYNANO network to take
stock of research progress and
were a starting point for
discussions.
To improve complementary skills,
the
focus
was
laid
on
entrepreneurship and career
management. Two invited guests
were delighted to present their
career stories and share their own
point of view.
Björn O. Nilsson, CEO at the Royal
Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences (IVA), told us about the
IVA's mission, and how it interacts
with the business community and
the political sphere.
Rémi Caraballo, a former Ph.D
student of Prof. O. Ramström,
summarized the interest of being
involved in a network from his
own experience.
He highlighted the importance of

being dynamic after DYNANO,
what advantages are being given
to the Ph.D students & postdocs
researchers for their career
thanks to the DYNANO Network,
and why they should start thinking
of tomorrow right now. He
presented the career path of
former members of the DYNAMIC
Network. He also presented the
research groups, facilities and
projects at Umeå University.
Finally, T. Aastrup from Attana AB
proposed
to
enhance
entrepreurship skills via a
practical workshop devoted to
creating a business model for a
given product with different
strategic directions.
SB and SAB meeting were held
and went smoothly.
Hot topics, advanced research
brainstorming were facilitated.
Feedbacks from the Stockholm
event were extremely positive!

B. O. Nilsson & T. Aastrup
(right) Rémy Caraballo

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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2‐ Outreach Activities
In October:
In L'Obs, a weekly French
news magazine, a special
regional
issue
on
Languedoc‐Roussillon,
displays a double page
about innovation and

research topics. A special
article was dedicated to Dr.
Barboiu's research areas
and all the projects he is
involved in, with a focus on
DYNANO.

In November:
Mihai Barboiu was invited
to give a presentation on
the
DYNANO
Initial
Training Network (ITN)
during
an
H2020
Information
Day
on
November, 19th 2014 in
Montpellier. Mihai was
invited with the aim of
providing the audience
with valuable feedback and
insights on how to set up
and carry out such training
projects. Mihai started by
presenting the history of
DYNANO: it was all made
possible thanks to a
previous European project
and long‐standing research
collaborations. Mihai then
moved on to the overall
goal of DYNANO. He
highlighted that the aim of
the project is to create the
best
conditions
for
exchange and interactions
between disciplines, and
between the Fellows, their
supervisors and external
invited scientists. A

multidisciplinary approach
and team spirit are at the
heart of such ITN projects.
Mihai then proceeded with
3 pieces of advice:
He
encouraged
the
audience to get in touch
and rely on European
Project Engineers (in‐
house persons in the case
of French CNRS and French
universities) when drafting
a project proposal.
He then laid emphasis on
the need to hire and count
upon a European Project
Manager to make sure that
the project runs smoothly.
Finally, Mihai advised the
audience not to overlook
the
communication
aspects related to EC‐
funded European projects,
and advised to delegate
the communication tasks
to communication people.
Mihai's talk was lively and
straight to the point: his
advice did hit home.

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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3‐ Interviews

Meet our partners from Stockholm, Olof and Teodor
respectively from KTH and Attana

Dr. Teodor Aastrup
The new field of systems chemistry studies
molecular networks: chemists can now
investigate how interactions between
members propagate through networks,
allowing complex behaviors to emerge. Has
this new field changed the way you work and
consider chemistry?
I constantly try to apply new knowledge in my daily
work. I also believe that all influence affect people
indirectly, so to conclude I expect that I have
changed my way of working both consciously and
unconsciously thanks to the network.

What
advantage
will
DYNANO’s
interdisciplinary training give to the PhD
students and post‐doc researchers recruited?
I think it will elucidate all the possibilities that exist
and thereby provide them with more
opportunities that will enrich both their
professional and private career. I also believe it
will make them more successful in whatever they
choose to do after this.

Prof. Olof Ramström
DYNANO brings together Research labs,
an SME and two big companies. How do
you view research‐industry
collaboration within the framework of
the project?
I am very positive to research‐industry
collaboration since industry partners often
have a different, pragmatic starting point
on how to tackle challenges. I have had the
pleasure of working with the SME during the
project, and have only good experiences
from the collaboration.

The new field of systems chemistry
studies molecular networks: chemists
can now investigate how interactions
between members propagate through
networks, allowing complex behaviors
to emerge. Has this new field changed
the way you work and consider
chemistry?
The field is very intriguing and the research is
still very much open‐ended. I foresee many
exciting discoveries and inventions in the
years to come.

Read the full interviews online
DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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Meet our ESRs Ioanna and Brian
respectively from CSIC‐IQFR and KTH

Brian Timmer

Ioanna Kalograiaki

What is the best thing about taking a
PhD in the framework of an ITN
European Project? What is challenging?

What is the best thing about taking a
PhD in the framework of an ITN
European Project? What is challenging?

The best thing about taking a PhD in the
framework of this ITN European Project is the
opportunity you receive to discuss research
with scientists from a variety of
backgrounds. This helps you expand the
scope of your research to new dimension you
could never have thought of on your own.
However, starting of your research in such
dimensions with people from such a wide
variety of backgrounds can be not
straightforward and very time consuming.

Most importantly: the interdisciplinary
approach. Having the opportunity to interact
with top scientists of different fields, adopt
new approaches, learn numerous techniques,
enjoy the secondments in other laboratories
and get trained by experts in innovative
methods. It is also trivial that we are provided
with the space needed to start building up our
own network. “Obstacles are there to make
the accomplishment of goals to look like a
victory!” Without any doubt, my training in
the framework of DYNANO is a gratifying
experience and has already helped me to
“grow up” from both scientific and personal
points of view. Indeed, a PhD can also be a
challenge itself; there might be experiments
that don’t work at the first try, many projects
and collaborations to be concluded in short
time or discouraging events. But obstacles are
there to make the accomplishment of goals to
look like a glorious victory! The best thing is
that you are not alone; I can only be grateful
to my colleagues and supervisor, Dr. Solís for
making my life…”sweeter” and supporting me
in every step.

Could you tell us something about your
secondments and what you learnt there?
During my secondment I’ve visited Attana,
which initially trained me in using their Quartz
Crystal Microbalance biosensor. Later on we
used the QCM biosensor to determine the
affinity of the synthesized glyconanoplatforms
to biologically relevant entities. This to me
was very interesting as it finally expanded the
scope of my research from just synthesizing
the molecules to actually determining how
they behave in these assays.

Read the full interviews online
DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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Meet Lars, our ER from Attana
Could you tell us something about your
secondments and what you learnt there?

Dr. Lars Jorgensen

What is the best thing about taking a ER
position in the framework of an ITN
European Project? What is challenging?

Networking! Without a doubt, networking is
the best thing about this. It’s a great
combination of many new scientists and some
very experienced ones and all of them seem
passionate and curious. I think that the main
challenge is actually keeping up with all the
good options and suggestions in the network.

During my research, Attana made contact
with a company that wanted to analyze
suspension cells. They were interested in a
cell that I’ve never worked with before, so it
was a great opportunity to both see how
another company operates and learn
something about a rather pesky little cell that
is easily activated, a situation I frequently
wanted to avoid. I actually ended up
spending 3 months at their site working on
this project. That certainly didn’t hurt my
network either.

Do you have some advice to master/engineer
students considering taking a PhD?
I guess my first advice would be stop
considering and just do it! It opens up a whole
new world of career opportunities. I’d also
advice to always remember to work on your
network. It is probably the single‐most vital
thing you’ve got. But most of all just dig in and
enjoy.

Learn about our ER and discover
the strenghts and diversity that
makes DYNANO such a fruitful
experience!

KTH, September 2014 QCM courses organised
by Attana

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.

Read the full interviews online

www.dynano.eu
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4‐ Secondment News (1/2)
Ioanna Kalograiaki:

CSIC‐

Thank you OR group!”

IQFR, spain.
She
worked
3
weeks
(September 2014) in Prof.
Olof Ramström group at
Royal Institute of Technology
– KTH, Stockholm, Sweden.
“Visiting another laboratory is
always
an
enriching
experience, helping you to
acquire new scientific skills,
exchange
ideas
with
communicative people and
work on building long‐term
collaborations with groups of
excellence,
inside
the
Network. This time, I had the
chance to be hosted in Prof.
Olof Ramström´s laboratory in
the Chemistry department,
Royal Institute of Technology
(KTH) in Sweden. It was a
definitely fruitful stay and I
felt like going back to my
organic chemistry‐“roots”, by
exploring new aspects of
receptor‐inhibitors’ synthesis
and application. Undoubtedly,
it was also an overwhelming
chance to take advantage of
the
interdisciplinarity
DYNANO has to offer and
enlarge my knowledge in a
field of research closely
related to my actual project,
while being surrounded by
inspiring and helpful people.

Then, Ioanna worked 2 weeks
(October 2014) in Aastrup
group in Attana, stockholm,
Sweden.
Following up my stay in KTH, I
was seconded in Attana AB, a
pioneer biosensor company
and
DYNANO
industrial
partner. After being in contact
for the first time with Attana’s
equipment and continuous‐
flow biosensor platforms
during the QCM workshop in
early September, my stay in
their R&D department was an
excellent
opportunity
to
spread over what I had learnt
and
develop
novel
nanoplatforms
with
application in different fields.
Attana’s equipment permits a
real‐time
and
label‐free
determination
of
kinetic
parameters in molecular
interactions, as well as the
evaluation
of
target
accessibility on the cellular
surface, a factor of significant
impact in the search of novel
biomarkers.
The
data
achieved strongly supported
our developed microarray
nanoplatforms’ results (IQFR‐
CSIC, partner 5a), providing
interesting, novel insights into
the
lectin‐carbohydrate

interactions’ dynamics and
kinetics. My experience in
Attana was fruitful and
constructive, since it gave me
the chance to apply the QCM
technique in my fields of
interest, at the same time as
becoming familiar with basic
entrepreneurship
concepts
and R&D processes in the
industrial sector. I feel
grateful to Dr. Teodor Aastrup
for inviting me to Attana AB
and in this way opening up a
new
window
to
the
enterprise‐world to me and
giving me the chance to work
even for a short‐time with
high‐skilled and enthusiastic
people
in
a
friendly
environment; moreover, I
would like to specially thank
Dr. Davide Proverbio, for his
excellent teaching skills and
assistance, for sharing his
biosensor experience and
ideas
and
exchanging
proposals for further QCM
applications.

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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Secondment News… (2/2)
Madalina Axinie :
ICB, Romania
She worked in Dr.
Barboiu’s group for 2
weeks in CNRS‐IEM
Montpellier, France.

“It
was
a
great
opportunity for me to
meet new peoples and
to share knowledge
with peoples from a
different field then
mine.
I would like to kindly

thank Dr. Barboiu for
his help and support
and also the team from
Montpellier.”

5‐ Upcoming Event

Next DYNANO’s workshop,
Network & SB Meeting
April 2015, 15‐18
Bucarest, Roumania
It will be kindly organized by the Eugen
Gheorghiu for ICB.
More details will be available soon on the
website.

Dr. Mihai BARBOIU (Coordinator)
Institut Européen des Membranes Montpellier, France
Email: mihai.barboiu@univ‐montp2.fr

Hélène LEBRUN ANDERSSON (Project Manager)
CNRS, Montpellier, France
Email: helene.lebrun‐andersson@dr13.cnrs.fr

DISSEMINATION

MANAGEMENT

Contacts
Prof. Gilbert RIOS (Public Dissemination Manager)
European Membrane House, Belgium
Email : gilbert.rios@univ‐montp2.fr

Dr. Laurence BOSCH (Dissemination Officer)
University Montpellier 2/ EMH, France
Email: laurence.bosch@univ‐montp2.fr
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